
   

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Reply to:   Edinburgh Office  

Department:  Senior Management   

Contact:  Jennifer Henderson  

Telephone:   

Email:        

Date:   12 November 2020

 
Dear Mr Lindhurst 
 
EEFW COMMITTEE UPDATE 
 
I am writing to provide you with details of our Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 

which have recently been published on our website.   If you click on the link you will 

see that we are ahead of target in the measure of Customer Satisfaction but behind 

targets for Land Register Completion and clearing our arrear. I am therefore also 

writing, as promised when Registers of Scotland (RoS) met with the Economy, 

Energy and Fair Work Committee on 16th June 2020, to tell you about the updated 

strategy for clearing the backlog of cases that have not been processed within 

service standard. 

 

Updated Service Standard KPIs 

 

In the accounting year to date we have made better progress than anticipated on 

digital delivery and customer satisfaction. This can be attributed to the strides forward 

we have made in terms of our new digital submission services and the detailed work 

we have undertaken with customers over the period. We have not been able to make 

as much progress as we originally anticipated on Land Register Completion and we 

have fundamentally missed our target relating to clearing the arrear. This is due to 

the loss of momentum during lockdown as we necessarily switched our focus to 

delivering digital solutions that supported Scotland’s housing market. 

 

Having missed our original September 2020 Key Performance Indicator (KPI) to have 

removed our first registration arrear, due to the impact of COVID-19, we have 

reflected on the data, lessons learned and experiences so far to define a new set of 

ambitious but achievable targets for both clearing the arrear and ensuring that all new 

cases are completed within service standard.  The RoS Board this week considered 

and endorsed two new KPIs for this work, as outlined below. 
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At the start of the year, 97% of work was completed within service standard and we 

routinely completed more work than we received week on week. This meant we were 

on track to eradicate both our first registration (FR) arrear and our transfer of part 

(TP) housing developments arrear by the end of September 2020.  We were yet to 

determine a target for clearing our more complex type of TP cases arrear and we 

were working towards ensuring that all newly submitted cases were completed within 

service standard. 

 

The new strategy we are putting in place is still intended to ensure we clear the 

arrear and make sure it doesn’t return. However we have concluded that to 

successfully deliver the overall outcome, we must prioritise completing all new 

applications within service standard, even if this means it takes us slightly longer to 

clear those applications that are already out of service standard or on their way to 

being so.  

 

We will therefore be shifting our emphasis to focus slightly more of our efforts on new 

applications and improving the speed with which we turn around new cases that 

arrive with us from this point forward. This will maximise the number of customers 

who get their case completed as quickly as possible, completely stop any more new 

cases falling out of service standard and into the arrear, and thereby ringfence the 

set of cases that are currently in the arrear to be a problem of a known size that we 

can allocate appropriate resource to tackling systematically.  To that end we have set 

a new KPI that 60% of new first registration and transfer of part applications are 

completed with 35 days by 31st March 2021 (this is in addition to continuing to ensure 

that all dealing with whole applications are registered promptly within that period, very 

often within 2 days). 

 

It remains important that we can continue to demonstrate to our customers that we 

are making progress with clearing the historical backlog of cases.  We have therefore 

also set an initial KPI to have no FR 2017 cases remaining by March 2021 and to 

have as few TP cases from 2017 as possible. Once we have delivered this KPI we 

plan to set subsequent KPI targets to have no cases older than a given date x by a 

target date y. We believe that a KPI of this nature is the most appropriate way to 

provide clarity for customers about the progress we plan to make in clearing the 

arrear and will help them make an informed decision about whether they wish to 

request an expedite for any case which they require to be completed more urgently.  

 

We believe that having two KPIs which together demonstrate to customers that we 

are improving the speed with which we turn around new cases whilst systematically 

removing the oldest cases, will provide customers with confidence that once the 

arrear is gone, it will not return. Generally, the Law Society of Scotland and individual 

solicitors remain supportive of the action we are taking in respect of improving how 

effectively we meet our service standards. Now that the RoS Board have agreed the 

specifics of the new KPIs, we will be spending time in the coming weeks explaining 

our strategy in detail to key stakeholders. We do still expect to see some level of 

enquiries from citizens and other stakeholders, but as progress is made and through 
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use of the enhanced expedite service, we think that will decrease.   

 

As part of our commitment to transparency and accountability we publish regular  

updates on the RoS website showing how well we perform against our service 

standards, which includes the latest position of the registration backlog. Details of our 

Corporate Plan can be found here.  

 

If I can provide any further information, please let me know. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 
JENNIFER HENDERSON 
Keeper of the Registers of Scotland  

https://www.ros.gov.uk/about/publications/governance-and-corporate/2020/kpi-update-july-sept-2020
https://www.ros.gov.uk/about/publications/governance-and-corporate/2020/corporate-plan-2020-2025

